The present note points out that simple Regge pole models predict a substantial real part'at the energies in question, in surprisingly good agreement wi.th experiment. We employ the latest nN, NN, and NN total . 5 10 cro.ss section data ' from 6 t<:) 26 GeV /c, t~ fix the parameters of the ~orward scattering amplitudes, taking three Regge poles. tor nN and four tor NN • The ratio of the real.to the imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude is illustrated and compared with expertment in Figs ..
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-3-of reference 9 agrees closely with our ... ..
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We may expect the real.part ot the forward scattering·~plitude to be especially sensitive tb these corrections, since it is .. in a sense a correction term itself--coming wholly trom·the_ seeondar,y trajectories.
Thus a divergence ot the prediction from experiment is to be expected at lower energies.
The parameters ot our Regge poles have been fixed by total cross sections only. A complete _Regge pole model should 8fso fit elastic angular distributions; this seems to present no seri~us ditficulty 1
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but the best fit to this wider range ot data generally gives slightly different parameters.
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However, in the cases we have studied the change is small; the curves in Figs. 1 ·!,!, 74 {1965).
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